Images of Japanese society presented in the ‘New Civic Textbook’ by Tsukuru-kai. Solutions for demographic challenges and social change?

The new Japanese history textbook by the revisionist Tsukuru-kai is at the center of a debate on neo-nationalism and the growing influence of right-wing intellectuals in Japan. This is part of an agenda that calls into question many assumptions on which post-war Japanese society has been built. As Hidetsugu Yagi, president of Tsukuru-kai until recently, pointed out, from the society’s point of view “history textbooks are bad, but civic textbooks used in Japanese middle schools are worse.” So far, the ‘New Civic Textbook’ (Atarashii kōmin kyōkasho) for middle schools has received less scholarly attention than the notorious history textbook.

This paper will introduce the Civic textbook and its main assumptions about present and future Japanese society. In many ways the textbook tries to explain what makes “a good Japanese citizen” and therefore can serve as a key to understanding revisionist thinking on contemporary Japan. The analysis of texts and illustrations brings to light an image of Japanese society threatened from within and from outside. The paper focuses on how social change is dealt with in the ‘New Civic Textbook’ and what solutions its narrative implies when addressing dramatic demographic challenges, changing family patterns and gender roles.
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